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of white I thought must be Hit. At last, away on the
plain, I saw the dim line of the L.G. V mud flat. When
past it I flew over the petrol dump and told Barrett to
tell Goodenough to drop a smoke candle. The first
one he tried was a dud, and as I was getting into position
again, he dropped a second one which fell rather far
away from the circle.
I made quite a fair landing and Louis landed after
me. We parked for the night near the petrol dump.
A few Bedou came up, but we managed to push them
off. Nevertheless we arranged for two members of
the crews to stay awake and walk up and down between
the aeroplanes in three-hour shifts. We cooked our
supper, in which my Primus again figured. Cafe-au-lait,
stew of bully and some tinned beans I had bought, and
bread and butter. We made a fire with oil and petrol
in a tin and sat round it with the men talking, around
us silence, darkness and the illimitable desert. I slept
under the wings. Occasionally I woke up and listened
to the soft tramp of the guard and watched them come
round in the dim starlight once, twice, thrice—then a
doze—and round again. Early in the morning dark
clouds from the south-west veiled the stars and the
wind began to moan a little, and the rain came: for
about three-quarters of an hour. I listened to the
drip-drip on the planes. Sometimes it sounded like
the distant rumble of an army marching. Just before
the light the rain stopped. The dawn came ghostly
white, then amber, warming to orange; then diminuendo
to sullen orange grey, for the clouds were again in the
ascendant. We got up, cooked our breakfast and prepared
to trek again, Louis going home eastwards, I towanfe
the west, where the clouds looked dark and

